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Certain problems of control theory under incomplete information may be for
malized within the framework of differential games. This report will be devoted 
to one such formalization developed by the author and his students. The size of 
this report leaves no opportunity for the discussion of many valuable contributions 
due to other authors in this field. I would only like to mention that our investiga
tions are related to those of Bellman, Bensoussan, Boltyansky, Breakwell, Cher-
nousko, Elliot, Fleming, Friedman, Gamkrelidze, Ho, Isaacs, Kalton, Lions, Mar
kus, Mischenko, Nikolskii, Pontriagin, Pschenichnyi, Roxin, Varaiya, Young and 
certain other investigators in adjacent fields. 

1. Let us first give an informal description of our problems. We will consider 
systems formed of the controlled plant, of the controller and of the environment. 
The current state of the plant is determined by its state variable x[t]. The evolution 
of x[t] is described by a differential equation. The action of the controller on the 
plant will be named as the control and denoted by a minor u. The action of the 
environment will be called as the disturbance and denoted by a minor v. The 
accessible information on the current state of the system will be given by a certain 
informational variable y[t] that is related in a certain way to x[t] and v[t]. In 
particular it may be y[t]—x[t]. 

In our case of uncertain information the values of the disturbance v[x] are un
known in advance. At time / we are informed only of the domains Q(x)9 x^t, 
that will contain the future values V[T]. These domains {ß(T)>T^'} may be included 
in the informational variable y[t]. 
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2- We will consider problems of closed-loop control when the desired law of 
control U should assign the current action u[t] on the basis of the accessible 
realization y[t]. 

Assume a certain functional 

7 = y(*[-D, *[•] = {x[t\, h < * < 3}, (2.1) 

for the process to be given. We will say that an optimal law is a law of control 
U° that gives a minimax 

U° : y° = min sup y (2.2) 
u *[•] 

where the minimum is taken over all the admissible laws of control, and the maximum 
over #[•] is determined by all the possible realizations of the uncertain factors, 
namely, of the disturbance v[t]. It is then convenient to treat the situation as a two-
person game. In this game we select the law of control—our strategy U. The 
realization of the uncertain factors is determined by the second player which is in 
general a fictitious one. 

3. Consider a model problem. Assume the plant to be a heat conductor in the 
form of a rod O ^ ^ l on the axis £. Assume the informational variable y[t] 
to coincide with the state variable x[t]. This is the temperature distribution Ç: 

y[t] = x[t] = £(*, •) = {M, Ö, 0 <; £ < 1}. (3.1) 

The control u may be an action of heating concentrated at point £ = v[t]9 so 
that we have the standard heat equation 

§-=a*j^ + u5(l;-m) (3.2) 

under certain boundary conditions. Certain restrictions on the control and on the 
disturbance are also given: 

\u\ < X, v^ ^ o ^ I?*. (3.3) 

The following problem is possible. Suppose the initial condition {tQ9 x0} is 
given. Among the admissible functions U(t9y) that generate the control 

u[t] = U(t9y[t]) (3.4) 

one is to specify a law of control U°9 that ensures a minmax 

U°: min sup max |f (S, Q\ (3.5) 
U o[-] 0 ^ £ g l 

where 9 is a given instant of time. (A precise setting of the problem must of course 
include the description of the admissible functions U9 v9 Ç, etc.) 

4. The problem may be made somewhat more complex. For example assume 
the coefficient a in the heat equation (3.1) and the current distribution Ç(f, «̂) to be 
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unknown precisely. However at each time t the value v[t] turns out to be known. 
Then the informational variable y[t] may be the informational domain 

y[t] = {t*(t, 0 ^ C(U 0 ^ C(t, a a*(0 ^ a ^ a*(t)9 v[t]} (4.1) 

where £*, Ç+ and ö*, a^ are the results of an observation of the system until time t. 

5. Let us return to the general case. The given concept of differential game has 
been developed for both ordinary and partial differential equations. It is natural 
that in the finite-dimensional case the results are more accomplished. We will there
fore discuss the latter case in more detail. At the end of the report I will demonstrate 
how these results may be propagated to the case of infinite dimensions. 

Assume the plant to be described by ordinary differential equation with given 
restrictions 

* = f{U x9 w, v)9 u£0>9 ve Q. (5.Ì) 

Here x9 w, v are finite-dimensional vectors, the function / is continuous, while 
0> and Q are compact. Assume the process to start at time tQ from the state x0. 

The informational variable y[t] may be the history 

y[t] = *[•], = {x[z]9 t0^z^t} (5.2) 

of the motion until time /, or y[t] may be the pair j>|/] = {;*[•],, v[t]}. Very often 
y[t] may be the state x[t] itself or ;;[/] may be the pair {x[t]9 v[t]}. 

6. The motion 
* [ • ] = { * [ ' ] . ' o < ' < S } (6.1) 

will be evaluated by the given functional 

V = ?(*[•]), *[-l€C[f„,»] (6.2) 

Further on, if there is no additional reservation, the functional y will be assumed 
to be continuous in the space C of continuous functions. In many practical problems 
one may encounter for example the functional 

y = min |>(/, x[t])9 te0a[tQ9 £]]. (6.3) 

Here er(/, x) is a continuous function and 0 is compact. 

7. It is well known that one is incapable of presenting a good formalization of 
minmax problems for y if one identifies strategies with functions u(t,x) and 
v(t9 x) while treating x[ • ] as classical solutions of the equation 

x=f(t9x9u(t9x)9v(t9x)). (7.1) 

Indeed in many cases the optimal strategies u°(t9 x)9 v°(t9x) could not be found 
among the functions that are suitable for a direct integration of equation (7.1). 
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8. Therefore we will assume the following generalized formalization. Let us 
name the pair {t9x} as the position. Assume that we have selected a certain 
variety J5f of conditional probabilistic measures 

p = pu(B)9 Bœ0>9 V£Q9 (iv(&) = 1. (8.1) 

A positional closed-loop Jâf-strategy U is a function 

li = pv(du\t9 x) (8.2) 

that transforms the positions into measures from «Sf. 

9- The strategy U generates Euler splines. These are the continuous solutions 
of the step-by-step equation 

XA[t] = f / f a XA[T]9 W, v)p0(du\-ci9 xa[ii])v(dT9 dv) + ^ [ T J , T, *£ f < Ti+l9 (9.1) 
[T„t]X^XQ 

along a certain subdivision A with increment a : 

A = fa}, *o = '<>> Tm = 3, a = max(T i+1-T£). (9.2) 
i 

Here v(rfr, dv) is any measure 

v = v(dt9dv) on [ / O 5 S ] X Ö } V ( K , T * ) X Ö ) = T * - T , . (9.3) 

Here and further on all the measures are assumed to be Borei measures. 
Our main assumption on the function / is that for any initial state xA[xj\ in 

(9.1) and for any certain control ri=[ivXv the solution of the equation (9.1) on the 
interval T | . ^ / ^ T I + 1 is unique. And all such program motions are assumed to be 
equibounded for each given position fa, tfjfa]}. 

The positional motion x[t] is the limit 

x[ - ] = lim x% [ • ], k - - , a<*> .* 0, (9.4) 

of a certain sequence of Euler splines, that converges in the space C with a(fc) 

tending to zero. 

10. In particular, a pure strategy is the measure jt« (8.2) concentrated at point 
u=u(t9 x): 

f.i(du\t, x) — ö(ii — a(t, x))du. 

Therefore it may be identified with a function u(t9 x). A counterstrategy is identified 
with a function u(t9x9v): fj,v(du\t9x)=S(u — u(t9x,v))du. A mixed strategy is a 
function fi=[i(du\t,x) weakly Borei in x. 

11. Similarly but with substitution of u for v9 \JL for v (and vice versa) and with 
a substitution of set & for a certain set K of conditional measures 

v = vtl(B), BczQ, u£0>9 (11.1) 

we may determine the strategies V for the second player. 
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12. Together with such positional closed-loop strategies we will consider the 
more general historical closed-loop strategies 

l*v(du\x[.],), v„(*|*[-],)- (12.1) 

For a transition to these it is necessary in the former constructions to substitute 
position {/, x} for the history x[*]t of the motion until time /. If for any value 
c in which we are interested the inequality y(x['])^c is equivalent to the condition 
fa x[t]}€Jtc9 {t9 x[t]}€Jr

c9 t0^t^r(x[-])^S9 where Mc and Jfc are closed 
sets in the space fa x) we will make use of the positional strategies. In other cases 
we will make use of the historical strategies with no additional explanation what
ever. 

13. The starting position {tü9x0} and the strategy U or the strategy V determine 
certain boundles X(tQ9xQ9 U)9 X(t09x09 V) of motions * [ - ] = { x | 7 ] , / 0 < / < S } . 

Assume the starting position to be given and the classes of strategies to be selected, 
We will formulate the following two problems that form our differential game. 

The first problem is to select an optimal strategy U° that gives a minmax 

C/°: min max y(*[•]) = c°(t0i x0). (13.1) 

The second problem is to select an optimal strategy V° that gives a maxmin 

V°: min max y (*[•]) = c0(tQ9 x0). (13.2) 

14. We will say that the class of J5f-strategies U and the class of /^-strategies 
V are coordinated (with respect to the function / ) if for any possible position 
{/, x) and for any vector s the following equality is true 

min max f (s >f(t, x, u9 v)) pv(du) X v(dv) 

'"* V . (14.1) 
= max min / (s -f(t9 x9 u9 v)) vu(du) X pi(du). 

Here the symbol (s'f) denotes a scalar product. In particular the classes 
{pure strategies—counterstrategies} and {mixed strategies —mixed strategies} are 
always coordinated. 

15. One of the principal results is as follows. 

THEOREM. Assume that the classes of strategies {U} and {V} are coordinated. 
Then the differential game has a value 

y°(t0, x0) = c°(t0, x0) = c0(t09 x0) (15.1) 

and it has a saddle point—a pair of optimal strategies 

{fi(du\t9x)9 vl(dv\t9x)}. (15.2) 

7/7 particular, for any function f the game always has a saddle point in the classes 
of mixed strategies 

{fi°(du\t9x)9 v°(dv\t,x)}. (15.3) 
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16. Assume the functional y to be only lower semicontinuous. Then there exists 
an optimal strategy /z° and in general, only an optimalizing sequence, vjj, k== 1, 2, . t .> 
that approximates the value y°. Such an example is given by certain problems 
with a functional 

7(*[-D = * ( * H ) , *(*[-D = min(f: {t9x[t\}^Jt) (16.1) 

where Ji is a certain given closed set Jt={x£Jl(t)9 t0^t^3}. Naturally in the 
general case of functional y the game may have no value y°. An example is given 
already by certain problems with functonal y (x [•])?= ff (T(*[ - ] ) ,* [T(JC [•])])• Here 
a(t9 x) is a continuous function and the value T(X[ •]) is determined by the equality 
(16.1). In these cases one may indicate some additional sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a value of the game and of a saddle point. 

r 17. The essence of the given formal theorem on the saddle point may be clarified 
with the aid of approximations. Suppose for example that the game is formalized 
in the pair, of classes of positional strategies; {pure strategies—çounterstrategies}, 
Then the pure optimal strategy u°(t9 x) ensures an inequality 

y(*A-])<y°(t09x0)+s , (17.1) 

for any s > 0 selected in advance. This is true for any Euler spline described by the 
equation '»' 

(17.2) 
T| < f < Ti + 1 , v[t]£Q, 

provided the increment a of subdivision A is sufficiently small: T / + 1—r t^a(e) , 
a(s)>0. Here the measurable realization of the variable v[t] is generated by the 
environment on the basis of the one or the other of its laws. In particular if the 
disturbance v[t] will be formed on the basis of its optimal counterstrategy 
v°(t9x9 u) with its own subdivision J + = fa*} that means that the motion xA[t] 
will also satisfy the equation 

xA = f(t, xA[t], u[tl »°(tt, xA[Tfl, u[t]))9 

TÏ^t^Tf+l9 

where u[t] is any measurable realization of the control, then the following in
equality will be fulfilled 

y(xA[<])>y°(tQ9x0)-E (17.4) 

provided increment a* of the subdivision A* is sufficiently small : T*+1 — T*<a*(e). 

18. Unfortunately these approximations are unstable with respect to minor 
informational errors Ax[t]=x*[t]—x[t]. Indeed, the inequalities (17.1), (17.4) 
determined above may be destroyed if the actual realizations xA[t] are determined 
by the equations 

xA = / ( / , xA[tl u°(Ti9 * 3 N ) , »M) (18.1) 
or 

*A* = / f a XA[t]9 U[t]9 V°(Tt, X%[TÎ], m) (18-2) 
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even in the case of arbitrary small errors Ax. And this occurs not only for our 
•concept. An instability with respect to minor informational errors is typical for 
many well-known solutions of differential games. i 

19. However we may offer the following improvement of the approximations. 
To the primary plant SF we add a certain model 3tf whose current state may be 
characterized by a suitable variable w[t]. This model may be materialized in the 
actual circuit of control on some computer. The variable w[t] is a guide that directs 
the motion x[t] to the desired target. The relation between x[t] and w[t] is 
constructed on the basis of the stability theory. The motion x[t] is governed by 
an appropriate substrategy fiv(du\t9 x9 w). The model 3tf is constructed on the 
basis of one of the formal models of the game of which we will speak in the sequel. 
Therefore, if we follow the terminology of a chess game, we will have a game "on two 
boards". In the plant SF we are playing with nature while in the model #£ we 
are playing with ourselves. When this procedure is implemented we always achieve 
a stable procedure of control that ensures a suboptimal result (17.1) or (17.4) for 
the player that uses its guide w[t]. 

20. Let us now discuss an approximation for the case of mixed strategies. A mixed 
positional strategy fi(du\t9 x) in approximation generates already a random motion 
xA[t] that satisfies a step-by-step equation 

XA =f(t> xA[t]9 U[TJ\9 v[t])9 T(^t^ T f + 1 . (20.1) 

Here W[TJ is the result of a random test with probability distribution \i(du) = 
p(du\xi9 XA[T$ on 0>. Such a procedure of control based on anoptimal strategy JU°, 

ensures the inequality 
P(y(xAl-])^f(t09x0) + c)>ß (20.2) 

for any c>0 and /?<1 selected in advance provided increment a of subdivision 
A is sufficiently small: T/+1—T,^a(s, /?), a(e, ß)>0. Here the symbol JP(...) 
denotes the probability of the respective event. 

The disturbance v[t] may be formed in an arbitrary manner that may also allow an 
appropriate statistical interpretation. 

If the disturbance v[t] is formed on the basis of its optimal strategy v°(dv\t9x)9 

with its own subdivision then the following inequality will be ensured 

P(y(xAl-])>y°(t09x0)-c)>ß (20.3) 

provided the increment a* of the subdivision A* will be sufficiently small: 

It is important to note that each of the propositions (20.2) and (20.3) is true 
under the condition that the actions u[t] and v[t] are stochastically independent 
within minor intervals of time or at least that they are sufficiently wçakly correlated. 
If we have a game with nature, then the a priori given assumption on the disturbance 
v[t] in equation (20.2) seems to be a completely tolerable independent postulate. 
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However if we speak of a game between two intelligent players, each of which 
may select its mixed strategy with its own subdivision then this assumption cannot 
be taken as an independent postulate. It should then be founded, Indeed it may 
be well founded if we take that the current realizations xA[t] are available for each 
player with sufficiently small errors Ax. Then the optimal strategies in appropriate 
schemes of control with a guide will ensure the inequalities (20.2) and (20.3) under 
the condition that the informational errors are sufficiently small and that the 
increments a and a* are also sufficiently small. I would like to emphasize that all 
the approximations described here had been formulated and proved in precise 
terms. Here however due to a lack of space I was capable of giving only a partial 
and rather loose presentation of these topics. 

21. The proof for the existence of saddle points for our game and the construction 
of control algorithms for the actual approximations are based on various formalized 
models of the game. One such model based on the limit motions x[t] has been 
already described above. Let us now describe some other model. For determinicity 
we will further restrict ourselves to the case of mixed strategies. Let us consider 
a formalization based on quasistrategies. A quasistrategy % for the interval 
[T, S] is a transformation 

\pt(du)9 x ^ i *& 3} = %t{vt(uv)9 Lj, ^ i *w 3} (21-1} 

that transforms conditional stochastic measures vt(dv) onto conditional stochastic 
measures p,t(du). The transformation °U must satisfy a condition of physical 
realizability. That is for any T* from the given interval [T+ , S] the histories of the 
images ]it9t<x9 coincide provided the histories of the arguments vt9 f<x+, have 
already coincided. 

The starting position fa, w^}9 the quasistrategy and the conditional measure 
vf,T+<f, generate a quasimotion w[t] that is a solution of the equation 

* = / / f a ™> u> v)pt(du) X vt(dv)9 W[TJ '= W+ , (21.2) 
JPXQ 

where \it(du) is defined by condition (21.1). 
The quasistrategy if is defined similarly with appropriate substitutions. 

22. The formal model considered here is formed of two problems. Assume a certain 
initial history W[-]TS|[={W[T], ^O^T^T^} is given. 

The First Problem is to select an optimal quasistrategy <%Q that gives a minmax 

* ° : mmmaxHxH) = cS(w[-]J. (22.1) 

The Second Problem is to select an optimal quasistrategy i^° that gives a maxmin 

rQ: maxminy(*[.D = tf(w[-U- (2?.2) 
TT p 
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It has been proved that this formal game has a value yj and a pair of optimal 
strategies 

y ° * M - U = ct = c%9 {*«, r \ (22.3) 

The main result here is that the value y°(/0,*o) °f the initial closed-loop game 
considered above is equal to the value y*(w[ - ] T ) of this formal game for the same 
starting position w[m],Q=w['Q]=*o• 

23. If the optimal quasistrategy <%° and i^0 has been determined then the closed 
loop strategy fi° and v° is constructed in principle without a great difficulty. More
over this formal model in terms of quasistrategies is very suitable for the construc
tion of an actual model ffi in the control scheme with a guide w[t]. However 
the search for the optimal quasistrategies is complexified by conditions of physical 
readability. Let us omit this condition say for the case of quasistrategies for the 
first player. We will obtain the operators 77: 

fa(du)9 x^t^&} = n{vt(dv)9 T* < / < fl} (23.1) 

that will be named as the programs. Let us formulate the first open-loop problem. 
This problem is to select an optimal program that gives a minmax 

n°: min max y(w(. )) = C,(M>[- U (23.2) 

Here the program motions w(t) are the solutions of the equation (21.2) where 
fit(du) is determined by condition (22.1). 

In general this open-loop problem is not equivalent with respect to the valuê  
c to a similar problem for quasistrategies. However one may indicate certain regularity 
conditions when the equality cl(w[']Ti) = c*(w[']Ti) is true. In these cases one 
may construct a closed-loop strategy pfi(du\t9 x) on the basis of solving some auxiliary 
open loop problems (23.2). 

24. The solution 

W(du)9 T+ < / < 9} = 77°{v?(<fo), T+ •< t < 5 } (24.1) 

of the open-loop problem (23.2) is determined under certain assumptions by a 
minmax condition 

(s(t)-ff(t, M>°(0, u9 v)tf(du)Xv°(dv)) 

= min max (s(t) • Jf(t9 w° (/), u9 v) fi (du) X v (dv)) (24.2), 

that corresponds here to the well-known maximum principle of Pontriagin. Here 
w°(/) and s(t) are the solutions of certain ordinary differential equations, that 
very often turn out to be of the Hamiltonian type. 

The main point in the regularity conditions is as follows. Let S(w[']u) denote 
the set of all vectors S(T^)9 that correspond to all of the possible optimal solutions, 
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of the mentioned equation. Then the condition Will consist in the feature that for 
any selection of the vector / the intersection 

^ + n ( n ^ " ) ^ 0 , *eS(w[-U (24.3) 
s 

would be nonvoid. Here the symbols W+ and W~ denote the semispaces 

Ws
+ = {w: (s'W) s> x}9 W~ = {w: (s-w) ^ x\ 

x = min max J (s 'f)fi(du) Xv(dv). (24.4) 

Beyond such regular cases we have a great deal of very peculiar cases of the games. 
One may give some classification of these cases, and obtain the regular case of the 
first rank, of the second rank, etc., until infinity. 

25. Thus in the regular cases the problem of synthesizing an optimal closed-loop 
strategy may be reduced to the solution of auxiliary open loop control problems 
on the basis of ordinary Hamiltonian equations. We have therefore arrived at 
a typical procedure of analytical mechanics. Another scheme of solving extremal 
problems that is also standard for analytical mechanics is related to the Hamilton-
Jacobi partial equation. In our case this scheme leads to the partial equations of 
dynamic programming. Unfortunately the value yQ that must be a solution of 
t i i i a c q u a u u i i u i L ^ i i t u i n o u u i t u u ^ ci i i v ^ i i ü i l l v ^ i a i t i c i U i v I a i l ^ l i G II \jl LUA, p O o l t i O D {*, •vj 

or of the history *[•], of the motion. It is known however that as a rule a transition 
to related stochastic games for systems with a minor Wiener noise yield a régularisa
tion of the value of the game. Within the given concept this appears in the following 
way. Again for the sake of determinicity we consider only the case of mixed strategies 
and for example only for the functional y of type y=a(x[&]) where time & is 
given, G(X) is a continuous function. 

Consider a plant 2tfk described by the Ito equation 

dw = f hk(t9 w9 u9 v)p(du\ t9 w) 

Xv(dv\t9w)dt + Xdz[f\ (25.1) 
and a functional 

VxM-J> = M{a,(w[S])\t0, w[t0] = *,} (25.2) 

where M{...} stands for the mean value. 
Here z[t] is a nongenerate Wiener process, A>0 is a small parameter, the func

tion cx(x) is bounded and sufficiently smooth. Moreover in a sufficiently large 
domain G uniform limit relations \im hx=f9 limffA=ff, ^ 0 are valid. 

The mixed strategies are identified with conditional probability measures 
p,(du\t9 w)9 v(dv\t9 w) that are weakly Borei in fa w}. The random motions are the 
weak solutions of equation (25.1). 

26. It is known that this game on the minmax-maxmin of the functional yx 

(25.2) has a value y°(tQ9 x0) and a saddle point {p\(du\t9 w)9 v\(dv\t9 w)}. 
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^ + y4yS + mmmax / (J^^x\fi(du)Xv(dv) = 0 (26.1) 

The value y\(t9 x) is a smooth function and satisfies the well-known parabolical 
partial equation 

with boundary condition y°x(S9 x) = aJi(x). 

27. The principal result consists here in the limit relation 

Umy°x(t09x0) = y°(t0,x0). (27.1) 

Unfortunately, in general there are no analogous limit relations for the strategies. 
However if we know the optimal strategies fi°x and vj for the stochastic game with 
minor A>0, it is always possible to construct a control for the given plant with 
a stochastic guide 3tfx so that for any c>0 and /?<1 selected in advance the 
inequality 

P(*{x[8\) < y°(t09 x0) + e)>ß (27.2) 

would be fulfilled for the first player or the inequality 

P{a(x[S]) > y°(t0, xQ) -s)> ß (27.3) 

for the second player, provided the parameter X, the informational errors Ax 
and the increment a are sufficiently small. 

28. We will now pass to the discussion of systems with infinite dimensions. First 
of all, note that with no great difficulty the previous results may be propagated to 
systems with time lag 

i=f(t,xt-Q[-]t9u9v) (28.1) 

where / is a functional of the history of the motion xt_Q[']t={x[x]9 t — Q^r^t}. 
As a specific fact we note that under rather general assumptions the differential 
games for a functional differential system (28.1) are well approximated by appropriate 
games for finite-dimensional systems described by ordinary differential equations. 

29. Further on the results are propagated to certain parabolical and hyperbolical 
systems under standard initial and boundary conditions. Here the assumptions 
on the admissible classes of parameters and spacial and boundary control actions 
are related to the conventional assumptions of the general theory of parabolical or 
hyperbolical systems and in particular, to the theory of optimal open-loop control 
for such systems. Here first of all I have in mind the investigations of the group 
led by Lions. 

Some theorems were proved within the framework of our concept. These theorems 
concern the existence of saddle points for the respective closed-loop differential 
games. Respective formal models as well as algorithms for the construction of 
optimal closed-loop strategies have been developed. In particular these algorithms 
include those that are based on solving auxiliary open-loop problems. In the actual 
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approximations the motions or Euler splines are understood to be the splines formed 
by generalized solutions of the corresponding equations for the intervals x^t*^ xi+1. 
It is natural that the functional nature of the problem yields a lot of additional 
difficulties. However under certain assumptions we may overcome them. Here in 
each case the result depends greatly on the selection of an appropriate functional 
space. In many cases of parabolical systems for example the approximate motions 
are considered in the space X(2) but the respective formal constructions were devel
oped through special transformation in other appropriate spaces, say in the state 
space ^i~1\ 

For the parabolical and hyperbolical systems considered here it is also possible to 
achieve a good approximation by related game theoretic problems for finite-dimen
sional systems. Such problems of approximation sufficient tolerably may be solved 
as on the bases of the method of Galerkin as well as within difference schemes. 

30. Let us return for example to the model of the heat conducting rod at the 
beginning of our report. The respective differential game has a value y°(t09Ç0) 
and a saddle point in mixed strategies 

{pQ(du\t, at, •)), v°(*fc Cfr -))}- (30.1) 

This denotes that in the actual approximation schemes that are based on the 
equations 

| f = a 2 0 + "[^(£-"M), *i <= ' < *i+i. (30.2) 
or 

| f = * 0 + «M*tt-*[*a. < * t < *?+i. (30.3) 

for the first or second player respectively we have that for any £>0 and j8<l 
selected in advance the inequalities 

P{ max [US, 0 | < y°(t09 ÇQ(t09 • )) + e) > ß (30.4) 
flessi 

and 
ptei |us' 0 | " fit°' Co('°5 0 ) " e ) " ß ( 3 0 - 5 ) 

would be fulfilled provided the increments a and a* of the subdivisions A and 
A* are sufficiently small. Here u[xj\ and v[xf] are respectively the results of stochastic 
tests with distributions 

p(du) = p(du\xi9 Ç(xi9 •)) on ^ (30.6) 
and 

v(dv) = v(dv\xt, « i f , . ) ) on Q. (30.7) 

Here the results and the considerations of above that concern the similar finite-
dimensional case still remain true. 

31. Let us now discuss the case when the informational variable y[t] is the 
informational domain y[t] = G[t]9 x[t]€G[t] in the space {x} that includes the 
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actual state x[t]. The problem is now transferred to the one of controlling the 
evolution of these domains. For the construction of the laws for this evolution 
a respective theory of differential games of observation has been developed. This 
theory may be considered as a certain minmax analogy for the statistical filtering 
theory. The combination of dual closed-loop differential games of control and 
observation includes sufficiently general theorems for the existence of saddle points 
as well as certain methods of constructing of optimal strategies of observation and 
control. However a practical realization of the solutions is achieved here for more 
or less simple model problems. The investigations are more effective for the case 
when the domains G[t] are convex. Then the problem may be reduced to dif
ferential games in one or another functional space that includes the support function 
g[t91] of these domains. In this form the problems may be placed within a suf
ficiently general framework of differential games for differential evolutionary systems. 
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